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World hits on all cylinders in tuneup
By Lance Swanson
sestrwriser
Canadian forward Charmaine
Hooper scored two goals to lead
the FIFA World All -Stars to a surprising 2-1 victory over the U. S.
Women’s National Team in front
of 15,367 fans at Spartan
Stadium Sunday.
The U.S. team lost its emotional leader shortly after scoring its
lone goal at the 23:00 minute
mark of the game. Michelle
Alters, going up in the box for a
Women’s World Cup AU-Star game
Wo, Id All -Stal s
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U.S. National Team
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header, took a vicious shot to the
cheek from World defender
Homare Sawa. Alters was taken
to Stanford Medical Center for
stitches and further evaluation.
"She doesn’t look good," U.S.
fonvard Mia Hamm said.
"Michelle brings us so much confidence. She’s an unbelievable distributor of the ball. We missed
her leadership."
After losing Alters, who had a
severe cut on her left eyebrow
from the collision, the U.S. team
lost its momentum and essentially fell apart.
The lackluster loss for the U.S.
team caused concern for U.S.
coach Tony Dicicco, whose team is
expected by most experts to win
the World Cup title in July.
"I’m
very
disappointed,"
Dicicco said."We didn’t do enough
to win."
The U.S. team controlled the
first half of the game. posseesimi

the ball in the midfield area and
See World Cup, page 6

World All-Stars forward Charmaine Hooper (6) collides with U.S. Women’s National
..!..moreiter tuatara:ter Limns tersoeten (5) at trie
Team me:men:ter nommen eautrn (iv)
FIFA Women’s World Cup All -Star game Sunday night at Spartan Stadium.
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Akers was injured in the collision and had to leave the game with a cut on her forehead. . .
?Ile Wong Ak5ters won. The ga.Wo, 2-1. The VVomen’s World Cup we) be_ Mom nom_
June 19 fo July 4. Four games will be played at Spartan Stadium.

‘Rush’ing nets big gains for Greek organizations
By Don S. Perez
Staff Writer

Most students associate the
word "rush" with the rush to get
books, sign up for scholarships,
internships and classes or get
their life together in time for
finals.
But rush for sororities and fraternities on campus means going
into recruitment drive.
Greek organizations at San
Jose State University have been
in "rush" mode since the first day
of this semester. Interfraternity
Council chapters and Panhellenic
sororities governed by the university stopped rushing Wednesday.

Multicultural and local fraternities and sororities, which are
not governed by the university,
may still be rushing.
"Rush is like an evaluation for
both sides. We see who we want
and (the recruits) get to see what
we’re about," Lambda Phi Epsilon
president Chris Peluso said.
According to Hoang Tran, a
member of Sigma Chi, fraternities
and sororities get to display what
they can offer to students --opportunities to help with the
community, meeting new fritrals
and getting scholarships.
Because most students have
very little knowledge of what fraternities and sororities are like,
most may come away with differ-
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ent views if they attend organizational events that take place during rush.
"It’s a real positive way to learn
about the Greek systems. Once
people learn, they are surprised
by what they find out and they

want to join,- said Sara
Ballesteros, president of the Delta
Zeta sorority.
One major aspect of rush is the
difference between spring and fall
rush.
"In the spring, it is usually
more difficult to get recruits,"
Peluso said. "Fall semester offers
more fresh faces, who are curious
about college life, more outgoing
and want to check out what is on
campus."
Ballesteros said in the fall,
recruits who undergo the rush
take a four-day tour of the houses
available to learn about the sororities and what each has to offer.
The schedule of events such as
parties, tours and skits are

timed.
"In the spring semester, we are
informal in our recruitment
process. The only rule we have for
the rush process is that we can’t
exceed 55 members. We’re finished with rush this semester
because we already have 55 members," Ballesteros said.
Rushing, joining and pledging
also have costs that vary between
semesters and the groups
involved.
Tim Walker, a member of Delta
Upsilon, said that Panhellenic
sororities charge a registration fee
410415) to women taking part in
while
activities,
rush
Interfraternity Council members

See Rush, page 6

State department ’grants’ recycling program assistance
By Ryan MeCrossin
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A San Jose resident sifts through student trash, which is illegal, according to an anti -scavenging law in
San Jose, for recyclable material. He collects glass, plastic and aluminum items, vihich he sons into separate trash bags hung from a grocery cart.
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the
Center
for
The
Development of Recycling on campeople
that
pus is seeing to it
have a place to drop their empty
cans of soda, or whatever else people may be hesitant to throw in
the trash.
Bruce Olszewski, director of
the recycling center, obtained a
$105,000 grant from the State
Department of Conservation to
fund the installation recycling
bins around the campus before
the end of the year.
The San Jose State University
facilities development and operations department will begin placing approximately 110 bins outside different campus buildings in
March, said Rajesh Lathigara, the
recycling coordinator for Facilities
Development and Operations.
Each bin will be subdivided into
four compartments: Bottles, cans,
plastics, and newspapers.
Lathigara estimated this
action alone will reduce SJSU’s
total waste by 5 to 15 percent.
The program will save SJSU
about $8,000 annually in dumping costs, Lathigara said.
It will also bring SJSU up to
speed with AB939
the
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California law which states all
state and local organizations
must cut their current waste in
half by the beginning of the new
millennium, or pay $10,000 in
according
to
daily
fines,
Olszewski.
Commercial waste accounts for
60 percent of the waste in
California, Olszewski said.
"Businesses’ No.1 priority is
malting a profit they don’t realize that reducing the flow of
wastes could increase their profits," Olszewski said.
Commercial institutions could
create new markets if they were
to recycle more. Companies would

See Recycle, page 6
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Tara
for SJ
Mardi
Gras
By Donna Carmichael
SoldrWriter
On Tuesday, San Jose will cel- .
ebrate its third annual Mardi
Gras on Post Street downtown.
The street party is scheduled
to start at 5:30 p.m. and last
until midnight. Festivities are .
expected to continue after midnight, in the bars, until closing
time at 2 a.m.
Mardi Gras is French for "Fat .
Tuesday."
It’s the day of celebration, parties and general overindulgence
before Lent.
In the Christian tradition,
Lent is a six-week period of abstinence, penitence (asking forgiveness of sins) and prayer that is
observed until Easter, according
to the Oxford Dictionary of
Current English.
In the past, the fun and games
of Fat Tuesday stopped exactly at
midnight when Ash Wednesday
the official beginning of Lent
begins. This year, Mardi Grascelebration is expected to keep
right on rolling, long after midnight.
Post Street is one of the very
old streets in downtown San
Jose, dating back to the mid1800s. It’s very narrow and
short, running between Market
and First streets and between
San Fernando and Santa Clara
streets in a section of downtown
decked with banners describing
the area as Downtown Center
Plaza.
Joel Wyrick. owner of Waves

See Mardi, page 6
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Unrealistic dreams rarely materialize

EDITORIAL
Textbook prices
too high; students
save more online

.:
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is not easy being a student. The pressures of
it, lasses and homework are sometimes maddening. The search for time to engage in a social life
VIII ls. frustrating.
And the financial toll of attending San Jose State
University forces most students to take either a parttime or full-time job, in order to make ends meet.
We all realize our educ,ation is not free, and there
is a cost for our degree.
But that cost shouldn’t include gouging students.
A story in the Feb. 10 Spartan Daily reported a
new, cheaper option for the purchase of textbooks.
For years, there have been three choices in buying
text books.
Buy your books on campus at the Spartan
Bookstore.
Buy your books across the street at Roberts
Bookstore.
Or buy orie bred( and share the cost among a group
of friends.
Because the third alternative is not the smartest,
that left either the Spartan Bookstore or Roberts.
Now, a new choice has emerged for SJSU students
a choice that is considerably less expensive.
This choice is the on-line book service of www.bigwords.com.
A comparison of five randomly selected books
"Approaching Democracy," "Mathematics for
Elementary School Teachers," "Management &
Organizational Behavior," "Microelectronic Devices"
and "Linear Circuit Analysis" found the on-line service cheaper.
Not just a few dollars cheaper either, but in the
case of "Microelectronic Devices," www.bigwords.com
was $34.20 cheaper on the price of a new book.
Only "Approaching Democracy" was less expensive
at the Spartan Bookstore and it was only $3.43 less
than bigwords.com’s price.
We are all for capitalism, but the question begs: Is
bigwords.rnm in the book-selling business to lose
money, or is the Spartan Bookstore shaking down its
own students?
While we realize the Spartan Bookstore is free to
set prices as they see fit, we also realize that the cost
of education can be a tremendous burden on students.
If the Spartan Bookstore and Robert’s for that
noirAdm,.. fmit ganingeeely inflated honk. prime because
or lack of competition, we tind that action deplorable.
If the prices of bigwords.com’s books reflect the
wholesale price, SJSU and Roberts must pay, we suggest the campus bookstore and Robert’s find out
where www.bigwords.com get their books.
And we encourage students to do their homework.
and find the cheapest price for a textbook.
They will wind up selling them badt to someone for
less than half price at the end of the semester anyway
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biggest annual letdown Valentine’s Day
The has come and gone again. Every year as
the "train de amore" comes into town, I try to
protect myself mentally and emotionally from the
onslaught of advertisement. They are just meant to
brainwash women and men into believing love and
romance comes in the shape of chocolate, flowers
and diamonds.
Enticing display ads begin popping up in every
store across the country after New Year’s Day.
Soap operas (if you dare admit you watch them)
provide unrealistic romantic examples of the way
Valentine’s Day is "supposed" to be celebrated.
Television and radio sound bites are nothing less
than subliminal messages telling us "money buys
love."
After being conditioned our whole life by media
and society, we automatically do what is expected on
Valentine’s Day buy a card, chocolate, flowers (or
all three) simply because it’s the "right thing to do"
not because we feel moved to do so naturally.
While women can usually get away with getting
only a card, the pressure on men is much greater.
They are damned if they do and damned if they
don’t.
There are serious consequences for intentionally
forgetting a loved one on Valentine’s Day just to
rebel against the merchandising hysteria.
On the other hand, if a guy gives his sweetheart
the standard gift of chocolate, flowers and dinner
it’s never enough.
Why?
Because some women have come to realize men
are in a Catch-22. They are not motivated by love to
go out and buy gifts. They are motivated by fear of
being condemned for not going along with mainstream consumerism.
This is where the real problem of Valentine’s Day
comes in. In an effort to snub advertisers and take

the pressure off men, some women (including me)
have changed their expectations.
Take note, I said "change" not "lowered" their
expectations.
Some of us are saying loud and clear "forget the
chocolates, flowers and jewelry." We just want an
unforgettable night of romance.
Yikes!
Now the pressure is really on. A guy can no
longer get away with simply stopping on the way
home from work and picking up the standard gifts
society promised him would be enough to buy love.
He has to prove his love by doing something romantic.
The good part is that women really juin want "a
night of romance."
The bad part is that the only examples of
romance we have are from television and movies.
Worse yet, the only people taking notes on these fantasy romances are women.
So most men have no idea how high our expectations are when it comes to "romance." And we rarely
let them in on our wishful thinking in hopes that
they will just know what we want. A combination
that spells letdown.
Every year, I engage in a battle against the fantasy demons. As soon as the visions of cupids dance
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in my head I begin chanting over and over to myself:
No expectations, no expectations, no expectations.
Every year, I lose the battle.
Mr. Romance whisks me away
Fantasy No. 1
for the weekend to a destination unknown. Perhaps
a cozy cabin with a fireplace in Lake Tahoe (not too
far from the casinos, of course). Maybe a quiet
beach-side hotel (room service mandatory). The ultimate destination of course would be Florence, Italy,
or Paris, France.
dream big.
If you’re going to dream
Walk in the door to my own
Fantasy No. 2
home and find every room illuminated by candles.
Soft romantic music is playing in the background.
The smell of my favorite foods being prepared in the
kitchen by none other than Mr. Romance wearing
only an apron. Red rose petals lead me on a trail to
a bottle of champagne being chilled in a silver bucket of ice next to a tub full of bubbles. I think that was
a scene in "General Hospital" once or twice.
Fantasy No. 3 Mr. Romance buys surprise tickets for two to a professional sports game. At halftime, the score board reveals a message for my eyes
only. A secret message only my significant other
and I would know. Blimps carrying the message are
even better I’ve seen that one done on TV at least
a thousand times.
I could keep going on about the fantasy demons
in my head, but I won’t. Needless to say, none of my
fantasies have ever come true and Fm wise enough
to know they most likely never will.
I’m sure there are some women in the world
whose fantasies have manifested into reality. Good
for them! If someone knows one of those women, tell
them to keep it to themselves, and stop giving the
rest of us hope.
Next year, I’m going into psychotherapy from
Jan. 1 through Feb. 14 to try to stop the cupids from
dancing in my head once and for all.
Julia B. Wright is the Spartan Daily managing editor
"The Last Call* appears every Monday.

an epiphany concerning class
Ihad
length during this year’s winter session.
As a self-proclaimed, unabashed procrastinator (not to mention someone
who is distracted easily) the thought of
waking every morning early enough to
attend an 8 a.m. class and sit there for
three hours was not appealing.
However, the promise of three units
in three weeks, and my increasing
desire to graduate won out over the
desire to sleep.
At the end of the session, I found
myself wondering, "Why aren’t all classes handled this way?"
For those of you who remain unaware, winter
session consists of a three-week period, during
which you can take a three-unit class. The main difference between winter and regular classes is the
length of time given to complete the class.
Because winter session is shorter, there is only
time for one class, but that class is the only thing
you do.
There are no other classes to worry about. This
idea is so brilliant it should be implemented as a
regular practice.
Instead of taking classes during a "regular" session as we do now, San Jose State University should
use the winter session as a model and start offering
classes in three week sessions.
A standard 15-week session could easily contain
five, three week sessions.
During this time a regular full-time student
could earn 15 units or more if that student wanted
to really work himself
One of the many benefits of the compressed session is the ability to focus on one thing for a period
of time.
Most of SJSU’s classes are on alternating days.
Very little of the schedule is actunlly Monday
through Friday.
While it might sound nice on paper, going to
class every other day actually does students a disservice.
Looking at things purely from a time standpoint,

a class that meets every other day has to
devote time at the beginning of each
meeting to recap where it left off.
Over a semester, this is a lot of wasted time.
During a three week compressed session, not as much time has to be devoted
to review, resulting in more useable
instruction time.
Another benefit of compressed sessions would be SJSU’s ability to offer
more classes.
Anyone who’s tried to add a popular
general education class knows how hard
it can be.
Typically, the only way to get into
some of these classes is to be a graduating senior
whose birthday falls on the third week of the third
day of the lunar calendar.
In a regular 15-week session, one class could hold
a certain number of people
let’s say 40. Now, if
the school were running on compressed sessions the
same teacher could handle 200 students in 15
weeks.
Forty different students would cycle through the
class every three weeks. The days of not being able
to add required classes would be over.
Finally, a compressed schedule is a godsend to
students that are not independently wealthy and
actually have to pay for their college education.
During the compressed session, classes either
run for three hours in the morning or three hours in
the afternoon, Monday through Friday.
For someone taking a standard load this would
mean convenience in scheduling.
It would make it a lot easier to hold down a semiregular part time job.
The idea of moving solely to a compressed session
schedule over a standard semester has a lot of
promise.
I understand it cannot be done overnight, but it
is something SJSU’s administrators should consider. On paper, it just makes so much more sense.
Adam Pavlack is a Spartan Daily staff ’order

children may
Many
be faced with serious health problems as an adult if they do
not exercise and stay
physically fit.
New technology has
impacted children’s lives
they no longer want to go outside and play. but
they would rather stay inside relaxing or playing
computer/video games.
Forty percent of 12-year-old children show signs
of heart disease risk factors, including obesity,
hypertension, high cholesterol and inactivity,
according to the American Heart Association.
These signs should not be taken lightly because
12-year-old children should be healthy, instead of
showing illness signs, which usually occur in 40
year olds. Children need to change their lifestyle.
They should be exercising, have limited TV access
or stop eating junk foods.
Melissa Fochesato, a health educator for the
Department of Public Health Services in Maricopa
County in California, said children are more obese
today than a generation ago because they are inactive, they watch too much TV and play too many
video games.
’These habits are sending America toward a
future of many life-threatening disorders and diseases," Fochesato said.
Parents need to interact with their children and
show them ways t,o have fun while exercising, she
said. They must remain actively involved in their
children’s lives because they are the role models
who teach their children good eating habits, how to
exercise, values and manners.
My 4-year-old son is very active
he is not an
indoors kid. He loves activities. He is a preschooler
who does not like to be inside watching TV. He and
his father play football, catch and basketball almost
daily. At school, he can be found playing outside in
the sandpit, on the monkey bars, slide, playing tag
or riding tricycles with friends.
When my son plays outside either myself or my
husband is usually interacting with him.
We are getting our exercise as well.
When a parent takes part in a fun activity, the
child seems to enjoy it much more than playing by
himself
The American Academy of Pediatrics recommends preschool children exercise, because in the
last 20 years the number of overweight preschool
children has doubled. Obesity increased 54 percent
among children age 6 to 11 and 39 percent in adolescents age 12 to 17, according to the National
Health and Nutrition Examination Study.
Young children aren’t the only ones who suffer
from obesity.
According to the study, 20 percent of males
ranging in age from 12 to 19 years old were overweight and 22 percent of females were overweight.
The study indicates that as a young obese child
grows older he or she remains obese.
Furthermore, if children are inactive early in
life, they are likely to become inactive adults subjecting themselves to an unhealthy lifestyle.
A lack of exercise among our children predicts
poor health in our future adult population, according to the National Youth Physical Fitness Survey.
Our society is not as physically fit as it was two
or three decades ago because our lifestyles have
been made easier by the fast pace of technology, TV,
computers, video games, fast foods and various
transportations have contributed to our poor physical health.
Sandra Avila is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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any other person who hangs what
they believe as achievements on
their walls? No, it does not.
In a time where society is
screaming for more parental guidance of their children, Bethel
attacks this family tradition as an
immoral act. My "hick" parents
were proud of my achievements,
nd I am proud they "bred" me. I
injoyed those early mornings, sitting in cold, wet marshes, watching the sun rise. Yeah, so what if
there was a shotgun on my lap.
My mother and father were by my
side. By the time I was 8, I understood what death was and how it
is a natural part of life. People
who don’t understand a hunter’s

life and beliefs believe that
hunters are out there only for the
"glory of the kill " We kill hundreds of animals daily and then
throw out the poor, dead animal in
the trash. There is a lot more to
hunting than what appears in
Bethel’s column. There are a lot
more serious issues to worry
about than a family actually taking the time to raise their children.
Diane Ghioso
administration of justice

Campus rules negatively affect student lives
is the deal with San
What
Jose State University?
Are the people in charge
just stupid or do they just not care
about their students? From the
day I transferred in fall of 1997, I
have witnessed numerous problems with students’ life that could
be prevented if the people in
charge gave a damn about them.
These things include rid,culous
meal plans which fome us , o eat a
number of meals on campus,
where there are limited options or
food that is not appealing.
Another gripe is the absurd prices

we have to pay for everything,
including the $81 parking permits
and of course, the lofty textbook
prices.
However, I am writing Lhis letter because of a problem that happened to many students on the
night of Feb. 3.
That night, many students trying to eat dinner at any of the
campus restaurants were turned
away. These students, including
myseh were told that we could
not eat dinner because we had
holds on our records from housing. Many of my peers had the

misfortune of having to pay for
their dinner or going hungry for
the night.
All I ask is that if University
Housing has a problem with student records that they inform us
before they leave us starving.
San Jose State needs to start
paying more attention to the
needs and happiness of its students before word gets out, and
people stop enrolling here.
Brad Jeslink
industrial technology

Opinion piece on Islam offensive, slanted
Ihave been a dedicated reader
of the Spartan Daily since
1997. There has not been a
day that I can remember not
reading the Daily.
The staff writers are excellent
writers and very hard workers
when it comes to researching
their topics. But honestly speaking, I didi ’t know that there
would be a lazy and uninformed
writer on your staff this year.
The writer whom I am hinting

you are not an expett on Islam.
It is a fact that the Talibans are
religious people. Therefore, they
will not dare stop any woman
whom they have no relations with
to ask them about anything.
It is forbidden in Islam for a
male stranger to have any contact
with a female stranger. Please
chedt this out with an Imam, a
religious person who leads the
prayers.
If I am not mistaken, you were

at is Ilsdispa.Kazem. I don’t know

only two years old when you lett
Afghanistan. This leads me to

where she got the information on
women in Afghanistan.
She writes in her Feb. 9 article
that the women’a fingernails are
being "completely scraped off for
the crime of wearing nail polish,"
or being beaten with a stick for
"clicking their heals as they
walked."
Now, let’s dissect this carefully.
First of all, were you there? What
makes you think that the
Talibans stop women on the
street to ask to see their fingernails?
Obviously, my dear Ilalima,

think you are one of those
Afghans who only call themselves
muslims by name but don’t actually practice it.
Not only that, but you don’t
know a think about Hijab (veiling
of a woman in public.) Yes, in
Islam it is mandatory for a
woman to cover herself completely when she goes out in public so
men in public won’t look at her in
a disrespectful way.
Let me tell you, my dear, that
my mother wears hijab and there
is no such material that is so

shear to make the vision difficult,
so stop making up these stories.
It is stated in Islam very clearly. Talibans did not make up these
rules, they already existed in
Islam for hundreds of years.
Never write about anything
that you are not 100 percent sure
of
Most of the information you
reported in this issue is nothing
but propaganda against Talibans.
This kind of propaganda has no
exact sources. Also. do not compare Afghanistan to Nazi
Germany.
The Afghan communities will
not appreciate it.
At the end I just want to say
that these are the Islamic Laws
that you are criticizing, stop it or
else you will have to answer all
these lied on the Day of
Judgement.
You do believe in the Day of
Judgement, don’t you? I hope you
do.
Emal Numan
aviation

Thin line between privacy
rights and freedom of speech
Where there is a right there is
also a responsibility. The issue I
am talking about deals with a
group of anti-abortionists being
charged $107 million for their
printed information and views.
They have a right called "the
freedom of speech."
There is also a responsiblity to
see how much information they
can give out that is proteted by
the First Amendment.
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Hunting can be child’s parental interaction
being a barbarian who
For
has no depth of understanding death or the consequences of taking a life, I think I
turned out to be a well-rounded
"Neolithic" person. To classify
myself better, by Margaret
Bethel’s standards in her Feb 4.
column, I am a hunter.
You know, that redneck -crazed
female with a shotgun in my backpack, waiting to stalk, ambush
and kill campus squirrels, only to
display that great trophy on my
living room wall for all to see.
Yes, that’s right. Hunters do
not only kill animals, but they
also stuff them for display. Does
this make us any less human than

l’itgt,

Today
Multicultural C
aa tion
Group for Students
The Multicultural Center will
facilitate discussions regarding
diversity from noon to 1:15 p.m.
Pacheco Room, Student llnion. For
more information, call the center
at 924-6255.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will present student art in the
student galleries from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Science Buildings. For more information, call Scott or Jenny at 9244330.
Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold mass at 12:10 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, located
at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets. For more information, call Father Bob at 938-1610.

Tuesday
Marketing Association
Professor Jeff Fadiman will
discuss marketing techniques
from 4:30 to 5:45 p.m. Costanoan
Room, Student Union. For more
information, call Hanh at 2511653.
Bioimpedance Body
Composition Testing Lab
Students, faculty and staff
wanting to test their body fat
cotnposition can do so from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Central
Classroom building, room 103. For
more information, call James
Burke at 293-9225.
Ongoing Book Sales
The Library Donations and
Sales Unit will hold booksales in
the Clark Library lobby and
Whalquist Library, room 408.
Donations welcome. For more
information, call 924-2705.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will present student art in the
stodeas galleries from 10 a.m. to

p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Science buildings. There will also
be a lecture series with video
artist David Pace from 5 to 6 p.m.
in the Art building, room 133. For
more information on the exhibits,
call Scott or Jenny at 924-4330 or
Andy at 924-4328 regarding the
lecture.
Career Center
Learn about quality internships from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. in
Ouadelupe Room, Student Union.
The center will also hold a
recruiting services workshop at
12:30 p.m. in the Almaden Room,
Student Union. For more information, call 924-6033.
Pre-Med Club
General meeting with pre-med
advisers from 1:30 p.m. to 2:30
p.m. in Duncan Hall, room 344.
For more information, call Pedram
Hajjarian at 569-5490.

Megan’s Law could be used as
a guideline on how much information is to be given on what people.
This law shows how we can
protect the right to privacy of the
children of abortion doctors, while
giving anti -abortion people the
right to state their views.

Daily Maas
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold mass at 12:10 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, located
at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos Streets. For more information, call Father Bob at 938-1610

A.S. Election
Candidate application filing
deadline by 6 p m. in the Student
Life Center. For more information.
call Robyn Jones at 924-5955.

Wednesday

Bloimpedance Body
Composition Testing Lab
Students, faculty nd staff
wanting to test their body fat
composition can do so from 10:30
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in Central
Classroom building, room 103. For
more information, call James
Burke at 293-9225.

Center
A recruiting services workshop will
be held at 1:30 p.m. in the Guadalupe
Room, Student Union. A co-op workshop will be held at 5:30 p.m. in the
Costanoan Room, Student Union. For
more information, call the Career
Resource Center at 924-6033.
Re -Entry Advisory Program
Network with other students at
REAP’s brown bag lunch from noon to
1:30 p.m. in the Pacheco Room,
Student Union. For more information,
call 924-5950.
Ash Wednesday Service
The Episcopal Canterbury
Community will provide imposition of
ashes and a free dinner. Dinner will
begin at 5:30 p.m., the service will
begin at 6:30 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Center at the corner of 10th
and San Carlos streets. For more
information, call Geoffrey at 2751346.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will present student art in the
student galleries from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Science Buildings. For more information, call Scott or Jenny at 9244330.
Catholic Ash Wednesday
Service
Catholic Campus Ministry will
provide distribution of ashes at
12:10 p.m. at Campus Ministry
Chapel, located at the corner of
10th and San Carlos streets. For
more information, call Ginny at
938-1610.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Presentation on the history of
the church will be held from 6 to
6:30 p.m. at the Campus Ministry
Costar. located at the corner of
10th end San Carlos streets. For

more information, call Father Bob
at 938-1610.
Orchestra Performance
The San Jose State University
Chamber Orchestra will perform student compositions at 7:30 p.m. at the
Concert Hall in the School of Music
and Dance. For more information. call
Jun Nakabayashi at 924-4647.
InternationI Relation
Association
Guest lecturer from the
International Action Center will
speak on the US policy with Iraq
at 1:30 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, Student Union. For
more information, call Karim
Kahwaji at 379-4950.
Association of Black Students
General meeting at 6:30 p.m.
in Duncan Hall, room 505. For
more information, call Tre rit 9248280.

Thursday

Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold mass at 12:10 p.m. at the
Canipus Ministry Center, located
at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets. For more information, call Father Bob at 938-1610.
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will present student art in the
student galleries from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Art and Industrial
Science buildings. For more information, tall Scott or Jenny at 9244330.
Career R sssss ce Center
A recruiting services workshop
will be held at 3:30 p.m.in the
Guadalupe Room, Student Union.
For more information, call the
center at 924-6033.
Catholic Campus Ministry
A bible study on the Gospel of
John will be held from 7 to 8:30
p.m. in the Campus Ministry
Center, located at the corner of
10th and San Carlos streets. For
more information, call Father Bob
at 938-1610.
The Listening Hour
Erie Mills’ vocal students will
perform songs of Faure, Wolfe and
Grieg from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m.
in the Music building Concert
Hall. For more information, call
Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
Ongoing Booksales
The Library Donations and
Safes Unit will hold booksates In
the Clark Library lobby and
Whalquist Library, room 408.
Donations welcome For more
information, call 924-2705.

Friday
Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry will
hold mass at 12:10 p.m. at the
Campus Ministry Center, located
at the corner of 10th and San
Carlos streets. For more information, call Father Bob at 938-1610

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge
to students, faculty and staff The deadline
foe entries is noon, three days before desired.
publication date. Entry forms are available in the Spartan Daily Office Space nrstric.
lions may require editing of submissuma ’
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BY JACK OHMAN

Lawrence Miller
alumnus

Quotefor the Daily
"Each of us has the right and the responsibility to assess the
roads which lie ahead and if the future road looms ominous
step
or unpromising, then we need to gather our resolve and
off into another direction."
-Maya Angelou
Poet and award -winning author
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Mark
Philippoussis
hits a forehand,
against Cecil
Mama during the
finals of the
Sybase Open
Sunday at San
Jose Arena.
Philippoussis won
in two sets 6-3, 62. For his efforts,
Philippoussis will
dnve away from
his victory in a
brand new
Mercedes Benz.

Frani. Cava/Spartan
Daily

Philippoussis beats Sybase qualifier
By Shane I.ewis
StairWriter

Almost everyone in attendance
wanted underdog Cecil Mamiit to
win the Sybase Open - everyone
except Mark Philippoussis.
Though Mamiit had the crowd
behind
him, No. 3 seed
Philippoussis overpowered him
with powerful serves of up to 134
mph and solid groundstrokes to
gain a 6-3, 6-2 victory.
For most of the game
Philippoussis was clearly on the

Standings
Women’s Basketball
Pacific Division
Team
Utah
New Mexico
BYU
Hawai’i
TEP
Fresno State
San Diego State
SJSU

W
18
18
13
14
11
8
6
2

Conf
9-1
9-2
7-3
6-5
5-6
3-7
3-8
0-10

L
4
5
9
9
12
15
17
21

Mountain Division
teem
Colorado State
SMU
Rice
UNLV
TCU
Tulsa
Wyoming
Pa Force

W
25
12
14
15
13
6
6
5

Conf.
10-0
7-2
7-4
8-4
5-5
4-7

’L
1
9
9
7

9
17
16
17

2-9
0-10

offensive. Mamiit was forced to
return most of Philippoussis’ hits
while on the run.
Early on, Philippoussis took
advantage of Mamiit’s weak
serves, breaking his first service
game and going on to break a total
of four of his eight services.
"I’m disappointed I didn’t serve
the way I wanted to," Mamiit said.
"I was struggling on my own service games."
Mamiit was only able to break
one of Philippoussis’ serves in the
first set.

Miners bl ast SJSU
hopes for WAC win
By Franklin I.eiva
Staff Writer

It was dela vu for the Spartan
women’s
basketball
team
Saturday.
Despite staying nearly even
in the first half, San Jose State
University suffered a 63-48
defeat to the University of Texas
El Paso Miners. The Spartans
have now lost 18 games in a row
and have an overall record of 2, 20, inelisiaisiwan 0-10 mark
the
Western
Athletic
Conference.
Next up for the Spartans
p

(g, Utah

Siat..,@- BY U 7

p.m.
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Men’s Basketball
Pacific Division
Teem
Ilan
UTEP
New MeeiC0
F resno State
YU
SJSU
Hawaii
San Die90 State

20
16
20
17
10
11

L
4
8
6
9
12
12

Conf.
10-0
8-3
7-4
6-4
5-5
4-6

18
21

2-9
0-11

Mountain Division
Team
UNLV
flIce
iulsa
ICU
SeAU
Colorado State
Wyoming
Air Force

W
14
16
18
17

L
8
7
7
7

11
15
14
8

12
8
8
13

Conf.
7-2
7-4
6-4
5-5
5-5
5-6
5-6
1-9

"He (Mamiit) was playing
catch-up tennis. That’s tough to
do," Philippoussis said. "I never
thought at any stage that he was
threatening me."
Since his victories over Andre
Agassi and Michael Chang, the
Bay Area crowd had adopted qualifier Mamiit, who before Sybase
was ranked No. 120 in the world.
"This tournament has been the
highlight of my career," Mamiit
said.
Mamiit moved up to No. 86
after reaching the finals.

The Spartans were down 2625 at the end of the first half
behind the play of guard Rachel
Johnson, whose eight points led
the team, including two threepointers. Johnson scored only
three points in the second half
The Spartans’ chances faded
in the second half when they
were outscored 37-23. The
Spartans had no answer for
MEP forward Kim Daniel, who
scored 15 of her game-leading 24
points in the second half
"We played tough defense and
picked up our intensity in the
second half," Daniel said.
The Spartans were still in the
game when Johnson made a
three-pointer that brought the
team to within 45-40 with 12:38
left in the game. The Millers
then went on a 10-2 run.
The game essentially ended
when Miner center Kristi Lattin
made two free throws to extend

Affordable Health Insurance
Great Plans, Excellent Doctors. Top Carriers.
Low rates, 19 years of Experience.
Individual Group * Short Term Plans
Dental Vision
Call Blockhouse Insurance Agency
for an Immediate Quote
Toll Free (888) 806-0982 Licence#0706695
Se Habla Espanol

the Miners’ lead to 59-44 with
2:12 remaining. The 15-point
lead tied the largest of the game
by the Miners.
Latin, who finished with 20
points and 11 rebounds, said the
Miners made the necessary
adjustments to outplay the
Spartans in the second half
"We played harder in the second half, Lattin said. "We
improved our post-up ’D.’ They
played hard despite having a
losing record."
Spartan

Mogan

guard

Wuhan said she couldn’t believe
how bad SJSU played in the second half
"Our intensity went down in
the second half We shouldn’t be
satisfied with switching baskets
with them. We couldn’t stop
them," Gluhan said.
Spartan forward !Cathleen
Barrett said more intensity is
needed to get wins.
"We have to have emotion,
and care about what we’re
doing. It’s hard to have emotion
when we are losing, but it is
something we have to have in
order to be competitive," Barrett
said
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Gymnasts vault to win
By Donna Carmichael
Staff Writer

San Jose State University beat
Cal State University Fullerton for
the first time ever at Uchida Hall,
defeating its opponent by an overall score of 189.4 to 185.675.
The score was SJSU’s highest
of the season.
Fullerton started the meet
weak with a few players missing
due to illness and injury. Two others, Elizabeth Schneider and
Marianne Griffen were just back
from the injured list.
But the worst blow to
Fullerton’s morale occurred during the warm-ups. ’Tbnya Studds
missed her mark and hit the mat
- flat on her back. Studds left the
gym injured and did not return.
The Titans coach Julie ICnight
said her team needs to work on
goal switching, mid-meet, when
things go wrong.
Considering Fullerton’s state
- outnumbered and somewhat
shaken - the team still put in a
respectable total behind the performance of Megan Berry.
SJSU’s Danielle Wasko vaulted
her way to the night’s top score in
that event with a 9.725. Wasko’s
high score was followed by a
Fullerton favorite, Natalia Acosta,
who captured a 9.650.
Wasko, torpedoed down the
mats to the vault in a supercharged run. Wasko marshaled
her speed, dominating the vault
with strong wrist work and hit her
landing on the mark.
Annie Snellgrove got some
show-stopping
scene-stealing,
competition from one of her
"Tough ’n Talented" teammates,
!Casey Carter. The delicate, graceful Carter - 4 feet, 10 inches tall
- took over on the beam. Every
other performance on the beam
paled by comparison to the light,
sure-footed Carter.
All eyes on the floor arid in the
bleachers focused on Carter as she
completed three successive back
flips - all rendered perfectly. She
then completed her routine with a
clean dismount.
Fullerton’s Berry took second
place on the beam with a competent performance, scoring 9.675.
But it was the floor exercise
whgrneeWSU esetfaitigIct=wirs
attention, finessing her routine
and thrilling her fans with a routine chock-full of dramatic, upper
body movements. Her routine
included evocative hand, arm, and
facial gestures - reminiscent of
Middle Eastern dancers.
Again, on the floor exercise,
Snellgrove got some pressure from
teammates Carrie Mariani and
Thsya Talbot, who gave electrifying performances that got the

SPartaniShorts
Men’s Basketball
A second half comeback fell a
few points short in the
Spartans’ 70-64 overtime loss to
the University of Texas El Paso
Saturday.
The loss was the third
straight for the Spartans. It
dropped their Western Athletic
Conference record to 4-5 and
put them in sixth place in the
Pacific Division.
The Spartans trailed 26-20
at halftime, but they were’ able
to take a five point lead with
about three minutes remaining.

UTEP - 63-48
UTEP 163)
Denote 8-14 84 24. Causer, 2-8 0-06. Spam 3-6 22 IL Downers 010-00. Ws 01 040. OYES 1-1 CI0 2. LAM 7.13 4-8 20. RIM 0-0 0.0 0. Om 2-2 00 4 Ivan 23-48 18-20 63
&AU (A)
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Ail Sugano/Spartan
Annie Snellgrove performs on the vault Friday at Uchida Hall during a competition against CSU Fullerton. Snellgrove finished 1st on
the uneven bars, the floor exercise and all-around competition.
crowd clapping rhythmically.

"

Mariani, Talbot and SJSU’s
Kim Cianci all set personal
records in their floor routines.
After the meet, Fullerton’s
Stephanie Vittorio was not happy
about het. team’s play.
"You’ve just got to stay focused
when you’re not at home - we
tried to work together and work
with our energy despite the setbacks," she said.
Cianci said the Spartans were
Will Trawick led the second
half comeback, scoring all of his
22 points after the first half He
also led the Spartans with 10
rebounds.
Sharif Fajardo led the
Miners with 16 points and had
a game-high 14 rebounds.
San Jose State University
continued to struggle at the
free throw line, hitting just 8 of
17 tries, including two misses
with less than a minute
remaining in regulation by
freshman Junior Preston.
Softball
SJSU won its first gaine of
the season Saturday and car-

’rens,

inotivateirbrtte- crowd’s
support.
"They gave us a great feeling,"
she said.
Julie Knight said her team
needs to work on refocusing its
goals when things go wrong.
SJSU head coach Jackie
Walker, restrained but clearly
proud said her team came in
knowing they would win.
"It was an awesome session one of our best ever," Walker said.

ried the momentum all the way
to
a
Spartan
Kick-Off
Tournament title.
The Spartans (4-5) beat
Santa Clara University 2-0 in
the final and beat Southern
Utah 6-1 in the semifinal
Sunday.
Sabrina Quintero picked up
the save against SCU and the
win against Southern Utah.
Quintero also picked up the victories
in
the
Spartans’
Saturday
games
against
Southern Utah and Toledo.
For
the
tournament,
Quintero pitched 23.2 innings,
allowed zero earned runs,
struck out 20 and gave up just
nine hits.
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Oo you want a part in

the development and production ol
future computer games, II so come
work lor us’

NEVER, EVER
LEAVE SCHOOL.
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These

be

will

temporary

but

full time positions at the company’s
Headquarters
California

in

Redwood

City
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ACCESS
YOUR
FUTURE

applying send us your resume and
rover letter along with a comprehen

This spring and summer Electronic Arts
will be hiring passionate computer

sive list of games you

have

OlaYell

and’or completed

NOM

ACCESS Melt/1MM IS CURRENTLY SEEKING
SIUDENT MILAN( WRITERS, DESIGNERS,
ILLUSTRATORS, & PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR
THE FALL 1999 ISSUE .

gamers to help develop and last
sports and military Hight simulation
titles

II you are graduating

tooling

we’re also

for PC literate. customer

garners to assist our
customers with technical issues

US Mail
ELECTRONIC ARTS
P 0 Box 9025
Redwood City CA 94065 9025
Attn PST KA CA
Email lobs.clea cam
Subject PST KA CA

oriented

over phone and e mail

Fax 650 628.5900
Attn: PST-KA-CA

DESIGNERS. 11.11.1STRATORS.

WRITERS

& PHOTOGRAPHE RS
SUBMIT YOUR PORT1000 BY NOON ON
Fr BIWARY 24 ANd 25
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PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
maiuss no claim for products or
services advertised below nor le
the’, any gharantee implied. The
ciessillad cabmen of the Spartan
Daly consist of pakl advertising
and offerings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
PT CLERICAL STUDENT ASSIST.
SPARTAN DAILY HIRING NOWI
$7.50/14. 3 Hrs/Day *NM Detail OrientedGood Cann Skills
LL Phones Use Mac Quark a +
Apply DI% 203 or 209, on M-T-W,
Ask for Kathy. Questions?
Call 924-3277
DRAFTING: Sound, Commtricalion
& Security, Co. seeking a Drafting
Person w/draft & Comp. Exp. PT
Rex hrs MF. 5 rrin drive from SJSU.
Call Dan 408-993-0560 ext 107
or fax 408-2926887.
dveronda@spartanengineering.co
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ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed
Excellent math. people, logic,
phone & organizational skills are a
must. Basic computer skills will
be required. This is a part time
position. Mandatory hours are
9:30 - 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday
through Friday. Fax resume with
salary history to 408/554-9598.
RECEPTIONIST
Part or Full time. Answer Phones,
General Office Work.
Fax Resume to 271-7911.
VALET PARTON ATTENDAt4TS
Ambitious & energetic people
needed. FT/PT. Eam S8415 per
hour (average). Flexible, will work
around your school schedule.
Lots of fun and eam good money.
Call (408)867-7275, leave
voicemail or email us at
www.corinthianparking.com
Leave name and number where
you can be contacted.

AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
SUMMER MANAGEMENT
needed. Loving family is looleng for
POSITIONS
someone to spend the afternoon
Now hiring high-achieving
with children ages 7 & 10. Some
students for a managerial
tutoring may be required. Car position, which through training,
neoessay. Alum Rock area. M & W 2
support, effort & integrity,
6prn. Call 2591139 awnings.
results in personal &
professional grovrth.
PART-TIME NANNY 20+ hours
Average eamings $9200.
per week. Start March 1st. Afterenvw.varsitystudent.com
noons & some evenings. Must
1,800-295-9675.
have own car. Must be flexible,
organized, positive attitude. 3 WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
Elementary school children (610).
& LOVE CHILDREN??
Help with homework, chores and
TOP PAYI
meals. Transport to activities,
Immediate temp/perm
possible live-in or out. Call Ann
substitute positions as
Marshall, M F.@ 408.792-4147.
TEACHERS or ASSISTAt4TS
at After School Programs.
INSTALLER/SIGN FABRICATOR:
Day Care Centers, Etc.
Attention to detail a must! Related
(408)8668550
experience preferted. Will be fabncating and installing signs. Room LAW OFRCE Opening for a row
for advancement. Good DMV. Able 30 w.p.m. ininimum. $7/hour.
to lift 50 bs. 30-40 his Mf/Benefits Mon. Tue. & Thur. Call 244-4200
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Drive 4300
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
P/T Servers & Host/ess for busy
Fax: (408)778-7392
restaurant. No exp. nec, Will train.
Hourly + tips. Call Art or Lyn 408CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE 377-6456.
is seeking a parttime clerical person, effective immed. Duties
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
include filing & working with mail.
K-8 school seeks responsible
No typing skills are req. Good individuals for extended daycare.
command of English language, pir in tte afternoon. No ECE units
written & oral is required. Hours: required. Previous experience with
1prn 5pm. Mon. Fri. $7/hr. Call
children preferred. Please call
40&296-5270, ask Dawn or Bud
244-1968 x 16
to set up an interview.
LEGAL ASSI- STANTS
General practice law office
STUDENT MOS, Financial Aid or
seeks P/T legal assistants
Paid Internships for national
fluent in Spanish &/or
media organization, part time,
Mandarin. Will Train.
M -F, flexible hours to fit your
Call (408) 364-0345.
schedule. Kristie: 408-360.1370.
THE STARVING MUSICIAN
is now hiring. Band/OrChestra
sales person for it’s Meridian
location. Full time position only.
Benefits, great job for music
majors. Fax resume to
408/554-95%.

PART-TIME CHILDCARE NEEDED
Lively Demonstrators Wanted to for our twelve month-old daughter
Promote Healthy/Natural Product in our Willow Glen home. TuesPT $10/hrenileage virtogt/wkend. days and Thursdays preferably.
Excellent pay. References
TEACHERS WAt4TED
required. 408/43643611 x 167.
-KIDZ KLUB’
the On-Site Child
WEEKEND FIELD MGR. P/T
Care Center of the
Weekend work. Flex hours.
DANIELSSON CHANG
Will evaluate sign routes.
LAW OFFICES,
Must own truck with insurance.
has openings for
New Directions Sign Service
P/T and F/T teachers.
365 Wooctview Drive 0300
The center provides full time
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
care for law office staff
Fax: (408) 77&7392
children and drockin care for
children of clients while
CAMP TAKA,10 fOf Boys, on Loog
they are visiting our office.
Lake, Naples. Maine. Noted for
NO EAPERIENCE NECESSARY
picturesque location, exceptional
- just energy, creativity, and a
facilities, and outstanding programs.
LOVE OF CHILDREN!
June 22 - August 22. Over 100
CALL (408) 3644)345
counselor positions in tennis,
baseball, basketball, soccer,
FOOD SERVICE,/ESPRESSO fiAR/ lacrosse, golf, roller hockey,
ISSTINGI. FT & PT positions avail- swimming, sailing, canoeing.
able in busy family style restau- waterskiing. scuba. archery, riflery.
journalism,
training,
rant located in Sunnyvale. All weight
shifts avail, flex hrs. $9/hr to photography, video. woodworking,
start. Please call 733-9446. ask ceriona,crafts.fineaftriature
for Julia or Wendy.
study, rale & electronics. dramatics,
piano
accompanist,
music
instrumentalist/band director.
SIGN PLACER
backpacking. rockclimbing, ropes
Looking for extra income?
course
instructor.
general
Flex P/T, W/E Hrs. WM place sign
(w/youngest boys), secretarial,
routes in SMicon Valley area.
nursing,
kitchen
staff.
Call
Mike
Need reliable truck with insurance.
Sherbun at 8002508252 or email,
New Directions Sign Service
takangraolcom.
365 Woodview Drive 0300
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778-7392
GREAT CAREER OPPORTUNIM
Qualified Area Coordinator to
manage promotional team
representing Red Bull energy
drink In Bay area. Looking for
high energy. athletic individual
with public relations experience.
For Interview call 1-888-664-4121.
S1,000’s WEEKLY!! Stuff
envelopes at home for S2 each
plus bonuses. F/T. P/T. Make
S800+ vieekly, guaranteed!
Free sueelies. For details,
send one stamp to: N28, 12021
Wishire B., Suite 552.
Los Asgeles, CA 90025.
$1500 INEEKLY POTENTIAL mailing our circulars. Free information.
Call 202 452 5901

Certain advertisements In
these column may tele/ the
Loader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
aiditionI information.
ClessIlled readers should be
awrindied that when making
those further contacts. they
should require complete
InteneatIon before sending
money Nor roods or services.
In addition, readers should
cash* Investigate
firms
offering employment listings
arcs eeeee for discount
vacations or manhood I se .

REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
lookirig for DAYCARE STAFF
person. Part-time (2:30-6:30).
Working with elementary aged
children. Contact Lisa at
40S-723-5140.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.

INVESTIGATORS
Reit discrimination 8, earn
extra cash on an on-call basis.
Project Sentinel 408-287-4663

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get SS PAID SS to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (888)240-3718.

TELEMARKETING
Part/Full-Time. Day. Eve, and
Weekend shifts available. Sell
discount newspaper subcriptions.
Salary plus bonus. NEW location:
31 N 2nd St. 4270 408/4940200
Media Promotions. Call or come in
TODAY!
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS - Job
Code 35SPD. Part-Time & Full.
Time. No Weekends. No Sales
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
start. Provide member and teller
services. Requires HS Diploma or
equivalent. 1 yr teller experience.
good communication & PC skills.
We offer generous compensation
and benefits including medical,
dental, vision, special employee
loans and opportunities for tuition
assistance. Qualified candidates
should fax or send resume to
408-756-2565, STAR ONE FCU,
FR Dept. P.O. Bat 3643. Sunnyvale.
CA 94088-3643. Please include
job code.
.
.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH S
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Heatthy males, 19-40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact Califomia Cryobank
656324-1900. M-F, 8-4:30

INSTRUCTOR Teach independent
living skills and provide support to
developmentally disabled adults
living independently in Pleasanton
area. Car required. FT, $10/hr
+ benes. User-friendly non-profit
agency. 510-832-7126.

GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
and kennel. PT, TuesSat. Must be
reliable, honest. able to do physical work. Exp. working w/dogs
preferred. but will train. Gee apply
for dog lover! $6.50 hr.
NO BOSSI WORK FROM HOME. Can FAX resume to 408/3774)109
or Call 371-9115.
Health, Fitness. Nutrition.
S500 - S3.000/mo.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
P/T or F/T
looking for
No experience necessary!
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
(888) 590-7642 or
(408) 879-8342.
(12:00 6:30) M -F and
TEACHER ASSISTANT
(7:30-3:30) M-F.
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
sales representatives for our Contact Lisa at 408-723-5140.
office located adjacent to SJSU.
No experience needed. We will INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Special
train. Minimum of S10 per hour Ed & Regular class. $8.52412.10
to $20 per hour + bonuses + hour. Saratoga School Dist. Call
incentives, Fun environment. 867-3424 x200 for application
& information. Immediate Need.
408-971-16.15.
BE A STAR...
STAR Market Research is currently
recruiting people to participate
in upcoming Market Research
tests. Incentive paid. Hayward
(510)4761279.
CRUSE SHIP EMPLOWIIENT Workers earn up to $2,000+/month
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel!
Land -Tour jobs up to $5.000$7.000/summer. Ask us how!
517-3364235 Ext. C60412
PROMOTIONAL SPECIALISTS
WANTEDI Looking for high energi,
athletic individuals to represent
Red Bull Enerier Cinnk. Club promotions. athletic events. people
in need of energy. Flexible hours.
1&88-664-4121. call for interview.

ENTERTAINMENT
SCREAM - SJSU CAMPLIS STORY
ACTORS WANTED
Interested in boosting confidence
in front of the camera?
Call Amir 40&924-8589.

ACTION DAY NURSOIY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler, and
REschool Teethes and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for an interiew at 244-1968
or fax resume to 248-7350.
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH
CHILDREN? Small World Schools
is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their school -age child care
centers in San Jose. ECE, CD,
Psych. Soc, or Rec units required.
We offer competitive pay, excellent
training. and a great work environment. If you are interested call
(408)283-9200 ext. 21.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ages 2132. Healthy.
Responsffile. All Nationalities.
Give the Gift of Weft!
$3,500 stipend & expenses paid.
lAre especially need
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
PLEA-SE CAU. US AT WWFC
(800) 314-9996

FA X :

"HOW MY FRIEND SAVED ME
FROM SUICIDE"
Magame article dvailable online
at wvhirdssentInelcom - info:
(408)8618255.

2 BDRM APARTMENT 5975/mo
Security Type Budd ,r,((
Secure Parking
Close to Campus
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893

SERVICES
HOUSING DISCRIMINATION
Have you expenenced it?
For assistance, call
Project Sentinel 408287-4663.

STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for:
Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Aides
INSURANCE
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler, BEST RATES on AUTO INSURANCE
preschool St school age children.
Free Phone Quotes
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
No Driver Refused
salary, excellent benefits package
4x4’s
to FT & PT employees and an
Accidents
enriching work environment. For
Cancelled
Tickets
positions avail at our centers in:
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
D.U.I.
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
S.R. Filing
Morgan Hill & Redwood City
Good Student Discount
cal (4C8) 371E900 or
Call us now
fax resumes to (408) 371-7685
408-244-9100
e-mail: jandersonefedicdc.org
Sam - 8pm Mon. -Sat.
For more info about CDI/CDC & ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Jobline 1:8118-9-CDICDC. EOE

TUTORING

SECURITY
Abcorn Prtvate Security
We will train you.
Student Friendly.
FT, PT, Wlitlys & Wknds.
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
408-247-4827

13142411UAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics - Trig Calculus
ACUFACTS SECURITY
Physics: Mechanics - Electric
GREAT JOB FOR SRJDENTS!
SAT - GED - C8EST ESL - TOEFL
Full & parttime positions available
Computer: Vistlasic, Vis.C++
Paid training
Spanish: All levels
Excellent benefits
CO
is
lookCall: Michael 408-298-7576
A US INTRENATIONAL
No experience necessary
Apply in person at
ing for motivated individuals who Email: tutor90763@aolcorn
can speak Engish. French. Japan555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880 ese or any other languages to
help expand our business locally,
OPPORTUNITIES
nationally and internationally.
FREE RADIO $12501
Fundraiser open to student groups Free informational booklet. Call 1. I CAN SHOW YOU THE MONEYSS
Start your own business with a
800-458-9089.
& organizations.
fast growing telecom company.
Eam $3-$5 per Visa/MC app. We
Huge income potential.
HELP WANTED
supply all materials at no cost.
Earn extra cash!!! Make your own
Mote info or a free seminar.
Call for info Of visit our website.
Responsible
students
to
hours!!
Call
380-8200 #26252. Get a
receive
a
FREE
Qualified callers
market/manage Citibank Promotions Free $75 starter kit for attending.
Baby Boom Box.
Free
Giveaways!
email:
ownbizCaipacbell.net
campus.
on
1 8069320528 x 65.
Eam E400+/week. Call Tawanna
wrnvocroconcepts.com
at 1 800-950-8472 ext. 114.

LILEILIDLILILILILLILIDULIJULILEDULILILILIULILILIU

LILILILILILLILILIUJULIJLILILIULIULILEJLILILIJJULI
3 lines
4 lines
5 hoes
6 lines
$1 for

Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Please check
one classification:

Name

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by St per day.
First line 25 spaces) set in bold for no sire charge
words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 hnes: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Frye
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

Address
CIA A Stets

Iv cod,

(Tone

Send check or money order b:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jcrse, CA 95192-0149
209
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bent& Hall, Fir..
? Deadline- 1000 a.m Iwo weekdays before publicatioe
II AN ads are prepaid
No refunds on cancelled arts
Rates for conseaffive publicaboos dates only
? OUESTIONS7 CALL (408) 924-32T7

INSTRUCTION

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
INRRING HELP: (510)601-9554. accepting students who wish to
Highest quality writing. editing,
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
ghostwriting. Essays, application levels welcome: Beginning,
Intemiediate or Advanced. Learn
statements. reports, etc.
Please call Dave Bolick.MA. at
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock,
(510) 601-9554 or
Fusion, Funk. Reggae. or Folk. Call
email bolickGbest.com
Bill at 408-298-6124.
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
FREE writing tips now available at
www.academkwdtIng.com
WORD PROCESSING
INCOME TAXES
15% off w/ Student ID.
, . Ask obese NOM ..
’98 Student Tax Cnoditsi
CRS (408) 281-3555. San Jose
or (510)435-4061. Fremont.

Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found**
Vokinteers’
For Sale’
Autas For Sale’
Computers Elc
Wanted’
Empioyment
Opportunities

_Rental Housng
_Shared Housing’
_Real Estate
_Services’
_HealthReauty
_Sports/Theirs’
_Insurance
_Entertainment’
__Travel
_Tutoring’
_Word Processing
_Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

FORSALE

AUTO FOR SALE

MMAL HOMM

your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
tnirPI

One
Two
Day
Days
$7
$5
$6
S7
S9
$10
SS
each additional line

SHARED HOUSING

ROOM FOR RENT $375/MO. DRAFTING TABLE AND STOOL,
Free parking, utilities incl. 1 blk $150 each. Excellent condition.
from campus. 211 S. 11th St. Big Call Kelly at 408-264-4804.
screen TV, pool table. Call Kevin
@ 408-275-1657.

ANNOUNCENIENTS

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES FOR NATIONAL/AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

408-924-3282

REUABLE CAR LOW PRICE
88 Gold Tercel, Great condition!
$2000/obo. Call 4011279.6659

HEALTH & BEAUTY_
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest - Lip
Bikini Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 pice if
made before June 1, 1999.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. 417, Crnbl.
(408) 379-3500.
LOSE WEIGHT NOWI
100 people wanted.
We’ll pay you to lose
up to 29 lbs In 30 days!
(408) 225-7250.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, Tenn Papers, Resumes. Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential,
Groupnrek.oe.mc.04110nriats.
rewioewanginAPA.Mternmani
Your ovm probe or disposable.
tape transcnption. Fax Expenenrnd. 335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
dependable, quick retum.
247-7486
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda (408)264-4504,

Daily
CRpSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Days of 5 Plant parasite
10 Tuna -:
sandwich
14 Entertainer
Sedgwick
15 "Masterpiece
Theater" host
16 Mock butter
17 Chocolate-chip
snack
20 Wrath
21 - Johnson of
laugh -In"
22 Iron
23 They have
habrts
24 Shout of glee
26 Becomes frayed
29 Genghis 30 Roll of bills
33 Ponderosa
brother
34 Licorice-like
flavoring
35 Bar brew
36 U.S. Air Force
Academy locale
40 Before. in
poems
41 Rejoice
42 Sask.’s neighbor
43 Domicile: abbr.
44 Cash drawer
45 Ministers’ homes
47 Sprinkle with
powder
48 Overtake
49 Surgical tool
42 White
53 Wool
producer
56 Roof -painter’s
need
60 Grad.
61 Battery post
62 "The King -"
63 Writes
64 Jeweler’s term
65 False face

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

ROOM OMMUM WOMB
MOM =HMO BOOM
01200 UBMOO MIOIMN
MMMUOOMM MUMMA
OBBM MUM
=000
MOMOMUMW
100000 MOWOM MOO
MOM @IMMO 00100
NUM MORRO =OMR
UBOMU
MUUMOMOO
MAUR BOMB
UOMOOM UOUMOUMM
BOOM IMMO MOB
EIMMIZI =MOM MOM
MIME 001100 OMOU
199eUreficifsilkireSrvicrie

DOWN
1 Abominable
Snowman
2 Aroma
3 Vex
4 Electnc - 5 Oak nuts
6 Sulks
7 Nylons
8 Harry’s
successor
9 Last mo
10 Demi or Dudley
11 Sommer of
films
12 Garlands
13 Sock parts
18 Drag forcibly
19 Ballpark event
23 Verne’s captain
24 Forerunner of
bndge
25 Padlock partner
26 Marathon
participant
27 Worship
28 Hollows
29 Small hill

30
31
32
34
37
38
39

Fairies’ sticks
Seaweeds
Writing tables
Mature
"- to sender"
Graph part
Bedandbreakfast
places
45 Croquet tool
46 On the Caspian
47 Juoqes
48 Bamboo
eater
49 Vault
50 Wheel part
51 Amaze
52 Lacking
money
53 Poet Malay
54 Gets hitched
55 Actor
Estrada
57 Pouch
58 - nutshell
br efly
59 Hoover or
G and Coulee

Mid MEM OMEN
UMMII MEM MIMI
NEMMUMMIIMMEMEMM
Odd NM
dINIMM
dlIMM UM=
&MOM MIME MEM
NM
MEM ME
WINIMMWMINIMMdMIIM
MEMMIll
ME=
dIMM MIME MEM=
MIME di=
Mid=
MUM Mild
MOMMEMMMINIMMUMM
JAM MOM MUM
MIMI MUM

rim
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Mark
Philippoussis
hits a forehand,
against Cecil
Mamiit during the
finals of the
Sybase Open
Sunday at San
Jose Arena.
Philippoussis won
in two sets 6-3, 62. For his efforts,
Philippoussis will
drive away from
his victory in a
brand new
Mercedes Benz.

Frank Cava/Sparian
Daily

Philippoussis beats Sybase qualifier
By Shane Lewis
StoffWriter

Almost everyone in attendance
wanted underdog Cecil Mamiit to
win the Sybase Open - everyone
except Mark Philippoussis.
Though Mamiit had the crowd
behind him , No. 3 seed
Ph il ippoussis overpowered him
with powerful serves of up to 134
mph and solid groundstrokes to
gain a 6-3, 6-2 victory.
For most of the game
Philippoussis was clearly on the

W

Standings

Women’s Basketball
Pacific Division
Team
Litah
New Mexico
BYU
Hawaii
rEP
Fresno State
San Diego State
SJSU

W
18
18
13
14
11
8
6
2

L
4
5
9
9
12
15

Conf.
9-1
9-2
7-3
6-5
5-6
3-7

17
21

3-8

o-rcr

Mountain Division
tertim
.Colorado State
SMU
Rice
UNLV
TCU
Tulsa
Wyoming
Pa Force

W
25
12
14
15
13
6

L
1
9
9
7
9
17

Cont. ’’
10.0
7-2
7-4
6A
5-5
4-7

6
5

16
17

2-9
0-10

Men’s Basketball
Pacific Division
Team
Utah
UTEP
New MexiC0
Fresno State
BYti
SJSU
Hawaii
San Diego State

W
20
16
20
17
10
11

L
4
8
6
9
12
12

Conf.
10-0
8-3
7-4
6-4
5-5
4-6

5
2

18
21

2.9
0-11

Mountain Division
W
14
16
18
17
11
15
14
8

Team
UNLV
!lice
%Ise
TCU
SMU
Colorado State
Wyoming
Air Farce

L
8
7
7
7
17
8

Conf.
7-2
7-4
6-4
5-5
5-5
5-6

8
13

5-6
1-9

offensive. Mamiit was forced to
return most of Philippoussis’ hits
while on the run.
Early on, Philippoussis took
advantage of Mamiit’s weak
serves, breaking his first service
game and going on to break a total
of four of his eight services.
"I’m disappointed I didn’t serve
the way I wanted to," Mamiit said.
"I was struggling on my own service games."
Mamiit was only able to break
one of Philippoussis’ serves in the
first set.

"He (Mama) was playing
catch-up tennis. That’s tough to
do," Philippoussis said. "I never
thought at any stage that he was
threatening me."
Since his victories over Andre
Agassi and Michael Chang, the
Bay Area crowd had adopted qualifier Mamiit, who before Sybase
was ranked No. 120 in the world.
"This tournament has been the
highlight of my career," Mamiit
said.
Marniit moved up to No. f36
after reaching the finals.

Miners blast SJSU
hopes for WAC win
By Franklin I .c is
Sue-Writer
It was dela vu for the Spartan
women’s
basketball
team
Saturday.
Despite staying nearly even
in the first half, San Jose State
University suffered a 63-48
defeat to the University of Texas
El Paso Miners. The Spartans
have now lost 18 games in a row
and have an overall record of 2204. inebadisavini 0-10 mark in
the
Western
Athletic
Conference
Nett up

for the Spartans

Thurs. (ro Utah

p r11

Sot. OP IIYU 7.p.m.
Spartans return home 2 IS VII. H121012.2

The Spartans were down 2625 at the end of the first half
behind the play of guard Rachel
Johnson, whose eight points led
the team, including two threepointers. Johnson scored only
three points in the second half
The Spartans’ chances faded
in the second half when they
were outscored 37-23. The
Spartans had no answer for
MEP forward Kim Daniel, who
scored 15 of her game-leading 24
points in the second half
"We played tough defense and
picked up our intensity in the
second half’," Daniel said.
The Spartans were still in the
game when Johnson made a
three-pointer that brought the
team to within 45-40 with 12:38
left in the game. The Miners
then went on a 10-2 run.
The game essentially ended
when Miner center Kristi Lattin
made two free throws to extend

Affordable Health Insurance
Great Plans, Excellent Doctors. Top Carriers,
Low rates, 19 years of Experience,
Individual Group Short Term Plans
Dental Vision
Call Blockhouse Insurance Agency
for an Immediate Quote
Toll Free (888) 806-0982 Licence#0706695
Se Habla Espanol

the Miners’ lead to 59-44 with
2:12 remaining. The 15-point
lead tied the largest of the game
by the Miners.
Lattin, who finished with 20
points and 11 rebounds, said the
Miners made the necessary
adjustments to outplay the
Spartans in the second half
"We played harder in the second half," Lattin said. "We
improved our post-up ’D.’ They
played hard despite having a
losing record."
Megan
guard
Spartan
Gluhan said she couldn’t believe
how bad SJSU played in the second half
"Our intensity went down in
the second half We shouldn’t be
satisfied with switching baskets
with them. We couldn’t stop
them," Gluhan said.
Spartan forward Kathleen
Barrett said more intensity is
needed to get wins.
"We have to have emotion,
and care about what we’re
doing. It’s hard to have emotion
when we are losing, but it is
something we have to have in
order to be competitive," Barrett
said

’FHE
10
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GRE!
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Gymnasts vault to win
By Omuta Carmichael
Staff Writer

San Jose State University beat
Cal State University Fullerton for
the first time ever at Uchida Hall,
defeating its opponent by an overall score of 189.4 to 185.675.
The score was SJSU’s highest
of the season.
Fullerton started the meet
weak with a few players missing
due to illness and injury. Two others, Elizabeth Schneider and
Marianne Griffen were just back
from the injured list.
But the worst blow to
Fullerton’s morale occurred during the warm-ups. Tanya Studds
missed her mark and hit the mat
- flat on her back. Studds left the
gym injured and did not return.
The Titans coach Julie Knight
said her team needs to work on
goal switching, mid-meet, when
things go wrong.
Considering Fullerton’s state
- outnumbered and somewhat
shaken - the team still put in a
respectable total behind the performance of Megan Berry.
SJSU’s Danielle Wasko vaulted
her way to the night’s top score in
that event with a 9.72,5. Wasko’s
high score was followed by a
Fullerton favorite, Natalia Acosta,
who captured a 9.650.
Wasko, torpedoed down the
mats to the vault in a supercharged run. Wasko marshaled
her speed, dominating the vault
with strong wrist work and hit her
landing on the mark.
Annie Snellgrove got some
show-stopping
scene-stealing,
competition from one of her
"Tough ’n Talented" teainmates,
Kasey Carter. The delicate, graceful Carter - 4 feet, 10 inches tall
- took over on the beam. Every
other performance on the beam
paled by comparison to the light,
sure-footed Carter.
All eyes on the floor and in the
bleachers focused on Carter as she
completed three successive back
flips - all rendered perfectly. She
then completed her routine with a
clean dismount.
Fullerton’s Berry took second
place on the beam with a competent performance, scoring 9.675.
But it was the floor exercise
where SJSU sealed its victory.
Snellgrove held the crowd’s
attention, finessing her routine
and thrilling her fans with a routine chock-full of dramatic, upper
body movements. Her routine
included evocative hand, arm, and
facial gestures - reminiscent of
Middle Eastern dancers.
Again, on the floor exercise,
Snellgrove got some pressure from
teammates Carrie Mariani and
Tasya Talbot, who gave electrifying performances that got the

SPartaniShorts
Men’s Basketball
A second half comeback fell a
few points short in the
Spartans’ 70-64 overtime loss to
the University of Texas El Paso
Saturday.
The loss was the third
straight for the Spartans. It
dropped their Western Athletic
Conference record to 4-5 and
put them in sixth place in the
Pacific Division.
The Spartans trailed 26-20
at halftime, but they were. able
to take a five point lead with
about three minutes remaining.

UTEP - 63-48
UTEP (63)
Darn. 9-14 64 24. Camay 24045. Sped)! 3.8 22 8, DeumFmc 0-10.0 0.510801 00 O. Garza 1.1 00 2. LAM 7-1384 20. Prialo 04 04 O. Gray 2-2 00 4. Totals 23-48 18-2063
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Dat Sugano/Spartan Dail)

Annie Snellgrove performs on the vault Friday at Uchida Hall during a competition against CSU Fullerton. Snellgrove finished 1st on
the uneven bars, the floor exercise and all-around competition.
crowd clapping rhythmically.
Mariani, Talbot and SJSU’s
Kim Cianci all set personal
records in their floor routines.
After the meet, Fullerton’s
Stephanie Vittorio was not happy
about her tertm’s play.
"You’ve just got to stay focused
when you’re not at home - we
tried to work together and work
with our energy despite the setbacks," she said.
Cianci said the Spartans were
Will Trawick led the second
half comeback, scoring all of his
22 points after the first half He
also led the Spartans with 10
rebounds.
Sharif Fajardo led the
Miners with 16 points and had
a game-high 14 rebounds.
San Jose State University
continued to struggle at the
free throw line, hitting just 8 of
17 tries, including two misses
with less than a minute
remaining in regulation by
freshman Junior Preston.
Softball
SJSU won its first game of
the season Saturday and car-

really motivated bY the crowd’s
support.
"They gave us a great feeling,"
she said.
Julie Knight said her team
needs to work on refocusing its
goals when things go wrong.
SJSU head coach Jackie
Walker, restrained but clearly
proud said her team came in
knowing they would win.
"It was an awesome session one of our best ever," Walker said.
ried the momentum all the way
to
a
Spartan
Kick-Off
Tournament title.
The Spartans (4-5) beat
Santa Clara University 2-0 in
the final and beat Southern
Utah 6-1 in the semifinal
Sunday.
Sabrina Quintero picked up
the save against SCU and the
win against Southern Utah.
Quintero also picked up the victories
in
the
Spartans’
Saturday
games
against
Southern Utah and Toledo.
For
the
tournament,
Quintero pitched 23.2 innings,
allowed zero earned runs,
struck out 20 and gave up just
nine hits.

CALLING ALL
COMPUTER GAMERS!
ki:i

101-11 1.k11
Do you want a part in

111111i I

the development and production of
luture computer games,
work

NEVER, EVER
LEAVE SCHOOL.

Monday, Fent uary 15, 1999

so. come

tor us’

These

will

be

temporary

full time positions al the
Headquarters
California

in

bui

compamO,

Redwood

City

If you’re interested in

applying send us your resume and
cover letter ahkng with a comprehen

Thrs spring and summer Electronic Arts
will be

luring passlonate computer

gamers lo help develop and test
sports and military flight simulation
lilies

II you are graduating
looking inr PC literate
oriented

garners

to

we’re also
customer
assist

sive list of games you have played
and or completed
US Mail
RECTRONIC ARTS
P 0 Bos 9025
Redwood City CA 94065 9025
Attn PST KA CA
f mail jobs4ea com
Subject PST KA CA

our

customers with technical issues

fax 650 628 5900
Attn PST-KA-CA

over phone and e-mail

Ca

la

ACCESS
YOUR
FUTURE

N OW I .

ACr.ESS MAI:1%2114E IS CURRENTLY SEEKING
STUDENT FREELANCE WRITERS, DESIGNERS,
ILLUSTRATORS. & PHOTOGRAPHERS FOR
1999 ISSUE.
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DRAFTING: Sound Coral:anisette
& Security, Co. seeking a Drafting
Person w/draft & Comp. Exp. PT
Flex hrs MF. 5min crlie from SJSU.
Call Dan 408993-0560 ext 107
or fax 408292-8887.
dreronda@spartanengineering.co

On

ng,"
1M

its

:tide
ziy
in

d.

ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed
Excellent math, people, logic,
phone & organizational skills are a
must. Basic computer skills will
be required. This is a part time
position. Mandatory hours are
9:30 - 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday
through Friday. Fax resume with
salary history to 408/554-9598.
RECEPTIONIST
Pat or Full time. Answer Phones,
General Office Work.
Fax Resume to 271-7911.
%YET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Ambitious & energetic people
needed, FT/PT. Eam 58-$15 per
hour (average). Flexible, will work
around your school schedule.
Lots of fun and eam good money.
Call (408)867-7275, leave
voiremaii or email us at
yewscorinthianparking.com .
Lease name and number where
you can be contacted.

AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
SUMMER MANAGEMENT
needed. Loving family is looking for
POSITIONS
someone to spend the aftemoon
Now hiring high -achieving
wtth children ages 7 & 10. Some
students for a managerial
tutoring may be required. Car position, which through training,
necessary. Num Rod( area. M & W 2
support, effort & integrity,
6pm. Call 2591139 ffienings.
results in personal &
professional growth.
PART-TIME NANNY 20+ hours
Average eamings $9200.
per week. Start March 1st. Afterenvw.varsItystudent.com
noons & some evenings. Must
1-800-295-9675.
have own car. Must be flexible,
organized, positive attitude. 3 WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
EJementary school children (6-10).
& LOVE CHILDREN??
Help with homework, chores and
TOP PAYI
meals. Transport to activities,
Immediate temp/perm
possible live-in or out. Call Ann
substitute positions as
Marshall, M F.@ 408-792-4147.
TEACHERS et ASSISTANTS
at After School Program.),
INSTALLER/SIGN FABRICATOR:
Day Care Centers, Etc.
Attention to detail a must! Related
(408)8668550
experience preferred. Will be fabricating and installing signs. Room LAW OFRCE Opening for a TYPIST
for achrancement. Good DMV. Able 30 w.p.m. minimum. $7/hour,
to
50 Its. 30-40 hrs Mf/Benefits Mon. lue & Thur. Call 244-4200
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Drive N300
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
P/T Servers & Host/ess for busy
Fax: (408) 778-7392
restaurant. No exp. nec. Will train.
Hourly + tips. Call Art Of Lyn 408CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE 377-6456.
is seeking a part-ttme clerical person. effective immed. Duties
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
include filing & working with mail.
K-8 school seeks responsible
No typing skills are req. Good individuals for extended daycare.
command of English language. P/T the aftemoon. No ECE units
written & oral is required. Hours: required. Previous experience with
lpm - 5pm. Mon. - Fri. $7/hr. Call
children preferred. Flease call
408-296-5270, ask Dawn or Bud
244-1968 x 16
to set up an interview.
LEVAL ASSISTANTS
General practice law office
STUDENT JOBS, Financial Ald
seeks P/T legal assistants
Paid Internships for national
fluent in Spanish &/or
media organization, part time,
Mandarin. Will Train.
M -F, flexible hours to fit your
Call (408) 364-0345.
schedule. Kristie: 408360-1370.
THE STARVING MUSICIAN
is now hiring. Band/Orchestra
sales person for it’s Meridian
location. Full time position only.
Benefits, great job for music
majors. Fax resume to
408/554-9598.

PART-TIME CHILDCARE NEEDED
Uvely Demonstrators Wanted to for our twelve month-old daughter
Promote Healthy/Natural Product in our Willow Glen home. TuesPT $10,ThrLmileage wkngt/wkend. days and Thursdays preferably.
Excellent pay. References
TEACHERS WANTED
required. 408/436-8611 x 167.
"KIDZ KLUB"
the On Site Child
WEEKEND FIELD MGR. P/T
Care Center of the
Weekend work. Rex hours.
DANIELSSON CHANG
Witl evaluate sign routes.
LAW OFFICES,
Must own truck v#th insurance.
has openings for
New Directions Sign Service
P/T and F/T teachers.
365 Woodview Drive #3C0
The center provides full time
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
care for law office staff
Fax: (408) 778-7392
children and drop-in care for
children of clients while
CAMP TAKJUO for Boys, on Long
they are visiting our office.
Lake. Naples. Maine. Noted for
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
picturesque location, exceptional
- just energ, creativity, and a
faslities, and outstanding programs.
LOVE Of CHILDREN!
June 22 August 22. Over 100
CALL (408)364-0345
counselor positions in tennis.
baseball, basketball, soccer.
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR/ lacrosse, golf, roller hockey.
ROMIG. FT & PT positions avail- swimming, sailing, canoeing,
able in busy family style restau- waterskiing, scuba. archery. riflery.
rant located in Sunnyvale. All weight
journalism,
training,
shifts avail, flex hrs. $9/hr to photography, video, woocSvorking,
start. Please call 733-9446, ask ceramics, crafts. fine arts. nature
for Julia or Wendy.
study, rall0 & electronics, dramatics,
music
accompanist.
piano
instrumentalist/band director,
SIGN PLACER
ropes
rockclimbing,
Looking fa extra ramie?
backpacking.
general
instructor,
course
Rex P/T. W/E Hrs. WV place sign
secretanal.
routes in Silicon Valey area.
(w/youngest boys).
Need reliable Mick with insurance. nursing. kitchen staff. Call Mike
New Directions Sign Service
Sterbun at 800-2598252 or email.
365 Woodview Drive N300
taliap@actcorn.
Morgan Hill, CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778-7392
MEAT CAREER OPPORTUNITY,
Qualified Area Coordinator to
manage promotional team
representing Red Bull energy
drink in Bay area. Looking for
high energy, athletic individual
reth public relations experience.
Fer interview call 14388-664-4121.
$1,000111411130.11/1 Stuff
effietiOes at home for $2 each
dus bonuses. F/T,P/T. Make
$800+ %weakly, guaranteed!
Free sucplies. For details.
send one stamp to: N28, 12021
Wilshire BI., Suite 552.
Los Angeles. CA 90025
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL mail
ing our circulars. Free information.
Call 202-452-5901.
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for
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PHN: 408-924-3277

PT CLERICAL STUDENT A-SSIST.
SPARTAN DAILY HIRING NOW1
$7 .50/hr. 3 Hrs/Dis Mon.- Fn.
Detail DientedGood Cann. Skil%
Lt. Phones *Use Mac Quark a +
Apply D8H 203 or 209, on M-T-W,
Ask kr Kathy. Questions?
Call 924-3277

HAVE A

vaLLT-uar
ExPta,
TuE Scoop

=1..

mnoYMENT

i

FEW QUESTIONS A9OUT youR 1:NILSON/XL LIFE...

0-

The SPARTAN DOULY
makes no claim for products or
sante* advertised bedew nor Is
Mere wry guarantee Implied:The
drained columns of the Spartan
Day consist of pakl advertising
and offerings are not approved ar
verified by the newspaper.
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REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for DAYCARE STAFF
person. Part-time (2:30-6:30).
Working with elementary aged
children. Contact Lisa at
40S-723-S140.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime. Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown SanJose
Inner City Express.
22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.

INVESTIGATORS
Fight discnmination & earn
extra cash on an on-call basis.
Project Sentinel 408-287-4663

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get $$ PAID $$ to lose up
to 30 lbs in the next 30 days.
Natural. Guaranteed.
Call (888) 240-3718.

TELEMARKETING
Part/Full-Time. Day, Eve, and
Weekend shifts available. Sell
discount newspaper subcriptions.
Salary plus bonus. NEW location:
31 N 2nd St. 0270 408/4940200
Media Promotions. Call or come in
TODAY!
CREDIT UNION ASSISTANTS - Job
Code 35SPD. Pan-Time & Full Time. No Weekends. No Sales
Quotas. Minimum $11.50/hr to
start. Provide member and teller
services. Requires HS Diploma or
equivalent. 1 yr teller experience,
good communication & PC skills.
We offer generous compensation
and benefits including medical.
dental, vision, special employee
loans and opportunities for tuition
assistance. Qualified candidates
should fax or send resume to
408-756-2565, STAR ONE FCU,
HR Dept. P.O. Ike 3643, Sunnyvale,
CA 94088-3643. Please include
job code.
S EARN EXTRA CASH S
Up to $600/month
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males. 19- 40 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact Califomia Cryobank
650324-1900. WE, 8-4:30

INSTRUCTOR Teach independent
living skills and provide support to
developmentally disabled adults
living independently in Pleasanton
area. Car required. FT, $10/hr
+ benes. User-friendly non-profit
agency. 510-832-7126.

GROOMER’S ASST/KENNEL HELP
needed for small, exclusive shop
and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat. Must be
reliable, honest, able to do physical work. Exp. working w/dogs
preferred, but will train. Great apply
for dog lover! $6.50 hr.
HOME.
Can
FAX resume to 408/377-0109
NO BOSS! WORK FROM
or Call 371-9115.
Health. Fitness, Nutrition.
$500 - $3.000/mo.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
P/T or F/T
looking for
No experience necessary!
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
(888) 590-7642 or
(12:00 - 6:30) MF and
(408) 879-8342.
TEACHER ASSISTANT
(7:30-3:30) M -F.
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
our
Contact
Lisa at 408-7215140.
for
representatives
sales
office located adjacent to SJSU.
AIDES Special
INSTRUCTIONAL
vAll
No experience needed. We
train. Minimum of $10 per hour Ed & Regular class. $8.52-$12.10
to $20 per hour + bonuses + hour. Saratoga School Dist. Call
incentives. Fun environment. 867-3424)(200 for application
& information. Immediate Need.
408.971.1645.

ENTERTAINMENT
SCREAM - SJSU CAMPUS STORY
ACTORS WANTED
Interested in boosting confidence
in front of the camera?
Call Ankr 4089248589.

ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler, and
Reschool Teachers and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
required for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent oppportunity for Child
Development majors. Please call
Cathy for an interiew at 244-1968
or fax resume to 248.7350.
DO YOU ENJOY WORKING WITH
CHILDREN? Small World Schools
is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their school -age child care
centers in San Jose. ECE. CD.
Psych, Soc. or Rec units required.
We offer competitive pay, excellent
training, and a great wOrk environment. If you are interested call
(408) 2819200 ext. 21.
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Women ases
Healthy.
Responsittle. All Nationalities.
Give the Gft of Life!!!
$3.500 stipend & expenses paid.
We especially need
Japanese and Chinese Donors.
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
(SOO) 314-9996

FAX:

-HOW MY FRIEND SAVED ME
FROM SUICIDE"
Magazine article dvailable online
at wwaccssentinel.com Info:
(408) 8678255

2 DORM APARTMENT $975/mo
Security Type Building
Secure Parking
Close to Campus
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
576 South Fifth Street
(408) 295-6893

SERVICES
HOUSING DISCRIMINATION
Have you experienced it?
For assistance. call
Project Sentinel 408-287-4663.

INCOME TAXES
15% off w/ Student ID.
Ask about NEW.
’VS Student Toa Cmalital
CRS (408) 2813555. San Jose
or (510) 435-4061. Fremont.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per war.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-6553225.

C111110 DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for:
Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Aides
INSURANCE
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler. BEST RATES on AUTO INSURANCE
preschool & school age chikdren.
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
CDI/CDC offers a competitive
salary, excellent benefits package
4x4’s
to FT & PT employees and an
Accidents
enriching work environment. For
Cancelled
positions avail at our centers In:
Tickets
San Jose. Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
D.U.I.
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
S.R. Filing
Morgan Hill & Redwood City
Good Student Discount
cal (408) 371-99e0 a
Call us now
fair rearms to (408) 371-7685
408-244-9100
Sam - 8pm Mon. -Sat.
jandersonecdicdc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC & ALL -COVERAGE INSURANCE
qualifications. call our 24 Hour
Jobline fie 1.41111-9-CDICDC. EOE

TUTORING

SECURITY
Abcorn Private Security
We will train you.
Student Friendly.
FT. PT, WIrdys & Wknds.
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
408-247-4827

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

LULILILICIULILILICILLICILICLICILILICICIULICLULL11:1
LIJLICILLIULLILILICIULILICCILUUJULILLIULICIILILI
LILILJULICILIULILIULICIIJULLIJULILIULIDIJLIULIUL1
Narne
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the filth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces> set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER

RATES
10-14 lines $90
3-9 hnes $70
15-191ines $110

Please check
one classification:

Five Address
Days
$13 Geo% Sme
$14
Phone
$15
$16
Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jase, CA 95192-0149
II Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall. Room 209
III Deadline: 10:00 a m. No weekdays before publication
II AN ads are prepaid. No refunds on cancefirs1 ads
la Rates for consecutive publications (Mies only
OUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 924-3277

Campus Grubs’
Greek Messages’
Events’
Announcements’
Lost and Found"’
Volunteers’
For Sale’
Aulos For Sale’
Computers Etc ’
Wanted’
Employment
Opportunities

Rental frouung
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Sensces’
Health/Beauty’
Sports/Thrills’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng*
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classificatiOns. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. AdS must be placed in person
in 013H209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days,
111111=N011nit

as a serwce

INSTRUCTION

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
INRMNG HELP: (510)601-9554. accepting students who wish to
Highest quality writing. editing,
excel in ;Saying guitar or bass. All
gttostwriting. Essays, application levels welcome: Beginning,
statements, r e port s . etc.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Please call Dave Bolick.M.A. at
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk. Call
(510) 601-9554 or
email bolIckebest.com
Bill at 408-298-6124.
VISA/MasterCard acoepted.
FREE writing tips now available at
vewsocademicwriting.com
WORD PROCESSING

,

to the campus community.

FOR SALE

ALM_IFOR_SALE

RENTAL HOUSING

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two
Three
One
Days
Days
Day
$9
$7
$5
3 lines
$10
$8
$6
4 Aries
$11
$9
$7
5 tries
$12
S10
$8
6 lines
$1 for each additional hne.

SHARED HOUSING

ROOM FOR RENT $375/MO. DRAFTING TABLE AND STOOL,
Free parking, utilities Incl. 1 blk $150 each ExLellent comfit ion.
from campus. 211S. llth St. Big Call Kelly at 408.264-4804.
screen 1V, pool table. Call Kevin
@ 408-275-1657.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BI-UNGUAL TUTORIAL CENTER
Math: Algebra Geometry
Statistics Tng Calculus
ACUFACTS SECURITY
BE A STAR...
Physics: Mechanics - FJectric
STUDENTS!
GREAT
JOB
FOR
cunently
is
Research
STAR Market
SAT - GED - CBEST ESL TOEFL
recruiting people to participate Full & part-time positions available
Computer: Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
Paid training
in upcoming Market Research
Spanish: All levels
Excellent benefits
tests. Incentive paid. Hayward
A US INTRENATIONAL CO is look- Call: Michael 408-298-7576
No experience necessary
(510) 4761279.
ing for motivated individuals who Email: tuter90763@aol.com
Apply in person at
can speak Engish. French. Japan555 D Meridian Ave. San lose.
CRUISE SHP mamma Workers earn up to $2,000+/month Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880 ese or any other languages to
OPPORTUNITIES
help expand our business locally,
(w/tips & benefits). World Travel!
nationally and internationally.
FREE RADIO $12501
Land -Tour jobs up to $5,000$7,000/summer. Ask us howl Fund, aiser open to student groups Free informational booklet. Call 1.- I CAN SHOW YOU THE MONEYSS
Start your owir bustness with a
8064589089.
& organizations.
517-3364235 Ext. C60412
fast growing telecom company.
Eam $3$5 per Visa/MC app. We
Huge income potential.
WANTED
HELP
at
no
cost.
supply
all
materials
SPECIALISTS
PROMOTIONAL
Eam extra cash!!! Make your own
More info or a free seminar.
Call tor info or visit oUf website.
WAMEDI Looking for high energf,
Call
380-8200 #26252. Get a
hours!!
Responsible
students
to
callers
receive
a
FREE
Qualified
athletic individuals to represent
market/manage Otter* Promotions Free $75 starter kit for attending.
Baby Boom Box.
Red Bull Energy Dnnk. Club proemail:
Giveaways!
ownbizEapacbrill.net
Free
on
campus.
x
65.
14300932-0528
motions, athletic events. people
Eam $400+/week. Call Tawanna
www.ocmconceptS.corn
in need of energy. Flexible hours.
at 1 800-950-8472 ext. 114.
1888-6644121, call for Interview.

____ RATES
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL

408-924-3282

REUABLE CAR LOW PRICE
88 Gold Tercel. Great condition!
$2000/obo. Call 408-2796659

HEALTH & BEAM
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving. waxing. tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us
perrnanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back Chest - Lip
- Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Students & faculty receive 15%
discount. First appt. 1/2 prloe d
made before June 1, 1999.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17, Carl.
(408) 379-3500.
LOSE WEIGHT NOWT
100 people wanted
We’ll pay you to lose
up to 29 lbs in 30 daysl
(408) 225-7250.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes, Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Conlidentish
Comp Preiects. etc. AM tomtits.
eoweeliene in APA. miasymini
Your ovm probe or disposable.
tape transcription. Fax. Expenenced 335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
dependable. quick return.
247-74S6
Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

Daily
CRpSSWORD
ACROSS
1 Days of 5 Plant parasite
10 Tuna -:
sandwich
14 Entertainer
Sedgwick
15 "Masterpiece
Theater" host
16 Mock butter
17 Chocolate -chip
snack
20 Wrath
21 - Johnson of
"Laugh-ln"
22 Iron
23 They have
habits
24 Shout of glee
26 Becomes frayed
29 Genghis 30 Roll of bills
33 Ponderosa
brother
34 Licorice-like
flavoring
35 Bar brew
36 U.S. Air Force
Academy locale
40 Before.
poems
41 Rejoice
42 Sask.’s neighbor
43 Domicile: abbr.
44 Cash drawer
45 Ministers’ homes
47 Spnnkle with
powder
48 Overtake
49 Surgical tool
52 White
53 Wool
producer
56 Roof -painter’s
need
60 Grad.
61 Battery post
62 "The King -"
63 Writes
64 Jewe er’s term
65 False face

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

RPM MEMO MEM
MOM MMUMO MUM
ODOM UM000 MUM
MOMODUMM MUUMUU
OVUM MOMU
MOOMO
MUMOMUMW
MIRIAM MOWOM MOO
WMUM MMUMO UMOM
MWM MOMOM MOUIRM
MUMMUMNO
BOOM
MUM 00M0
WOMUMM UOUMOOMM
00011 MUM IMMO
MMMM IMMO MINIM
MMMM UMMOO OMOU
0

1998 tinotrut Feature

DOWN
1 Abominable
Snowman
2 Aroma
3 Vex
4 Electric - 5 Oak nuts
6 Sulks
7 Nylons
8 Harry’s
SUCCOSSOr
9 Last mo
10 Demo or Dudley
11 Sommer of
films
12 Garlands
13 Sock parts
18 Drag forcibly
19 Ballpark event
23 Verne’s captain
24 Forerunner of
bndw
25 Padlock partner
26 Marathon
participant
27 Worship
28 Hollows
29 Small hill

Synecate

30
31
32
34
37
38
39

Fairies’ sticks
.
Seaweeds
Writing tables
Mature
"- to sender"
Graph part
Bed-andbreakfast
places
45 Croquet tool
46 On the Caspian
47 Judges
48 I3amboo
eater
49 Vault
50 Wheel part
51 Amaze
52 Lacking
money
53 Poet matey
54 Gets hitched
55 Actor
Estrada
57 Pouch
58 - nutshell.
bnefty
59 Hoover or
Grand Coulee
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Wilda= MINIM Add
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INorld Cup: U.S. downed 2-1
Continued from page 1 oirit
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Legend of Washigton’s cherry tree
draws blank looks from children

World All-Stars midfielder Irina Grigorieva (15) struggles to gain
possession of the ball from U.S. midfielder Julie Foudy (11) during the
first half of the FIFA Women’s World Cup All-Star game Sunday.

moving it up to high-scoring forwards Mia Hamm and Julie
Foudy in the offensive box, but
they were only able to put the ball
in the net once.
The goal for the U.S. team was
a beauty Hamm, situated just
inside the box, eluded the World
defender and fed a perfect pass to
Foudy next to the penalty spot.
Foudy made no mistake,
depositing the ball into the lower
left corner of the net.
Hooper’s first goal for the
World All-Stars came at the 55:00
minute mark on a free kick just
outside the penalty box.
Hooper curved a perfect ball
over U.S. goalie Tracy Ducar’s
head and into the net.
She converted again five minutes later when, after stealing the
ball from a U.S. defender, she
deposited a rocket into the upper
left corner of the net.
"I think we kind of took them
(U.S. team) by surprise," said
Hooper, the game’s most valuable
player. "I didn’t win this game.
We won it together."
The game featured the final
draw for the 1999 Women’s World
Cup, which opens June 19 with
doubleheaders in New York and
San Jose.
The United States, ranked No.
1 by FIFA, heads Group A and
will open the World Cup against
Denmark.
There are four groupings with
four teams in each group.
Besides the United States,
Germany, Norway, and China are
the top seeds in each group.
Sixteen nations will vie for the
Women’s World Cup, with the
final being held July 10 at the
Rose Bowl in Pasadena.

Mardi: downtown

Recycle: rate has climbed

Amer Santos/Spartan Daily

Continued from page 1

tenders identities are top secret,
according to Mardi Gras organizSmokehouse and Saloon on the ers.
r "They are two people who have
corner of Post Street, and
tightson Way said the street was made San Jose a better place for
once part of San Jose’s old red- all of us," said Wyrick.
San Jose Mercury News
light district much like Bourbon
columnist, Lee Weimers and San
-Street in New Orleans the epicenter of that city’s renown Mardi Jose’s Councilwoman Cindy
Chavez will judge the best cosGras.
Wyrick opened Waves in 1997. tumes and masks worn by partyThe "saloon," caters to the blues goers. Mardi Gras organizers
and reggae crowd and serves urge everyone coming to the
party to wear costumes and
Cajun and Louisiana-style food.
Wyrick and his wife, Judy masks.
In addition to all the live perPearson, a San Jose State
University alumna, said they formers professional and amaknew very little about Mardi teur Mardi Gras will feature a
Gras when they decided to throw big screen linked to the Internet.
a Mardi Gras party in their first Partygoers will see and hear the
year of operation, three years ago. Mardi Gras festivities live from
Their first Mardi Gras party Bourbon Street in New Orleans.
Stephen Coleman, a Waves
turned into a standing-room-only
Wyrick said he and regular, said he missed the last
event.
Pearson had no idea there was so two Mardi Gras hosted by Waves,
much Mardi Gras spirit in San but he plans to make up for lost
time this year. Coleman and his
Jose.
Crowds of partygoers packed companion purchased their
:into Waves, wearing the tradition- Mardi Gras beads Saturday night
:al Mardi Gras beads and masks. when they dropped by Waves to
They wore costumes in purple, listen to reggae.
Posters of the Post Street
the official
green and gold
Mardi Gras have lined downtown
Mardi Gras colors.
Wyrick’s idea caught on so windows for weeks.
The event’s hosts, and nearby
much that his establishment
pouldn’t hold the crowds comfort- businesses are preparing for big
ably. To accommodate a larger crowds, but they admit the numParty, Wyrick and 14 neighboring bers are an unknown since this is
businesses went to the city, to see their first well-advertised Mardi
if they could make Mardi Gras a Gras.
for
afraid
almost
"I’m
Post Street party.
The Post Street Merchants as Tuesday," said Patty Hines, a
they are now known, got permis- long-time Wave’s bartender.
Steve Meadows, the assistant
sion to turn Mardi Gras into a
street-wide festivity and received manager of The Flying Pig Pub on
the support of various corporate S. First Street, said he didn’t
know what to expect.
sponsors.
"We are putting on four barTuesday, Post Street will be
all of them somedosed to all but emergency vehi- tenders
cles from midday. as the street is thing we don’t normally do on a
Tuesday night," said Meadows.
set up with two sound stages.
Security will be tight, accordThis year’s Post Street Mardi
Gras will have food stands offer- ing to Um Jemas, a Waves maning Louisiana favorites, such as ager. This is the first time the city
of San Jose has allowed a street
gumbo and jambalaya.
Other booths will feature bev- festivity to sell alcoholic bevererages, crafts and Mardi Gras ages until midnight, and the city
souvenirs, such as the trademark is taking a cautious approach
with beefed-up patrol.
beads.
"In the three years since we
The musical lineup includes
local performers Crawdaddy, opened, there have only been two
Alligator and DJ’s M3 and minor fights and no incidents at
the Mardi Gras events," Jemas
Spinbad.
Big Lil’s Cabaret, the Visual said .
The National Weather Service
Rhythm Dance Co., Dancers
Synectics, San Jose Follies and a is expecting cloudy skies and the
drag show sponsored by Mac’s possibility of rain Tuesday.
Bar will be on hand to keep the Wyrick said Post Street’s Mardi
Gras will carry on rain or shine.
crowd in party mode.
Entrance to the street party is
SJSU is providing a Mardi
Gran pep band. SJSU’s Drama free of charge.
More information can be found
department will perform on the
at the Post Street Mardi Graa
street.
Another event will be the "elec- Web site at www.poststreetmardition" of King and Queen. The con - gras.com.

Continued from page I
sprout up to use the recyclables to
make new products, according to
Olszewski.
SJSU’s recycling rate has
climbed from about 32 to 42 percent from 1991-97. SJSU has
managed to reduce its waste by
educating the faculty, who are the
largest generators of recycling,
according to Lathigara. They
have also focused on recycling
industrial wastes such as cardboard and green waste, according
to Lathigara.
"Now, we are targeting the student population for can and bottle
recycling," Lathigara said.
There will be a direct,ory for
finding the bins too, Lathigara
said. SJSU students will be able
to locate the bins through directories, which will be coordinated
with the campus maps.
Lathigara is also developing a
plan to place recycling bins in
campus restrooms.
Lathigara said he believes that
this will be both convenient to
students and a good promotional
technique, but that the idea would
have to be tested.
"Everyone goes into the bathroom at least once a day,"
Lathigara said.
The Center for Development of
Recycling has been helping to lead
the county away from the trash
and towards recycling alternatives since 1989. Student volunteers at SJSU run a recycling hot
line that reaches beyond Santa
Clara County. They also solicit

In an instant
a stroke can
change your life
tbrever

MOUNT VERNON, Va. (AP)
The
director
of
George
Washington’s home got blank
looks from children recently when
he mentioned the story about a
young George cutting down his
father’s favorite cherry tree, then
fessing up.
"They didn’t know the myths,"
said Mount Vernon director
James Rees said. "I couldn’t
believe it."
With the 200th anniversary of
the death of America’s first president coming up, a group hopes to
raise Washington’s profile and
make him a role model again.
Starting Monday, on the holiday that used to be Washington’s
own, the Mount Vernon Ladies’
Association will begin a commemoration of his Dec. 14, 1799, death
all year long. The association,
which bought Washington’s home
in 1858 and has tended it ever

since, is devoting $3 million to the
effort.
A funeral tour will be given
three times a day. A black-ribboned theater will offer a multimedia
presentation
of
Washington’s final day. In
December, the funeral will be
recreated, including the three
days that the coffin was kept in
the dining room.
The ladies’ association also has
sent out the first road show of
"Treasures from Mount Vernon,"
making five stops around the
country. At a refurbished Mount
Vernon museum, visitors will see
a restored terra cotta bust sculpted from life by Jean-Antoine
Houdon.
"He’s a great product," said
Mount Vernon spokeswoman
Sally McDonough.
But the hoopla is about more
than marketing, Rees said.

Rees noticed Washington’s status was slipping when he compared a history book from his
school days with a contemporary
textbook from the same Richmond
school. Space devoted to the
father of the country dropped
from 10 pages to less than one.
Even when Washington was
more actively emulated, he
seemed distant, said biographer
Richard Norton Smith.
"He’s not as quotable as
Jefferson, he’s not as audacious as
Hamilton, he’s not as learned as
Madison and not as wry as
Franklin," said the author of
"Patriarch: George Washington
and the New Arnerican Nation."
Rees said even people who like
Washington are a little bored by
him, not realizing that he liked to
gamble, dance and horseback ride
and that he had a distillery at
Mount Vernon.

Rush: pledging next step
Continued from page 1
do not have such a requirement.
Walker said that some houses
have pledging fees that vary by
fraternity and sorority, but not all
have pledging fees. Pledging, committing to a house, occurs after
rush and prior to joining, Walker
said.
The pledge period, Walker said,
can be as short as six weeks or as
long as a semester until the
recruit is recognized as a member
of the organization.
Delta Sigma Theta President
Robyn Jones said women interest-

ed in sororities that are not in the
university’s Panhellenic group are
not subject to fees in the rush
stage.
Jones said the cost of paying
local, national and process fees in
the joining stage for her organization is between $200-$500. In the
spring, Jones said, costs are higher.
Ballesteros, Trim and Peluso
each said the costs are affordable,
and funds spent to join go towards
business supplies and operations.
The costs also cover services
the organizations offer, ranging

from sweatshirts to scholarships.
Still, rush week allows the fraternities and sororities to put
themselves in a different sort of
limelight.
According to Tran, most students are misinformed about
sororities and fraternities, and
shouldn’t rush to conclusions.
"Don’t believe the stereotypes
of fraternities and sororities,"
Tran said. "We have much more to
offer than beer and parties. Don’t
judge (fraternities and sororities)
by a few incidents that reach the
national press."

Franehesca EsquabellSpartan Daily

Shopping baskets of recycled cans and bottles are a staple among collectors who dig through San Jose
State University’s trash. SJSU’s recycling rate has increased from 32 to 42 percent in the past six years.
information to businesses and
residents.
To answer callers’ questions,
the phone operators tap into the
brain of the center
the
Recyclopedia. If someone calls up
and wants to trash their computer, the operator runs a search and
then directs them to a place that
recycles computers in their area,

according to Heather Zinn, a student volunteer.
There is also the "weird file" as
described by Zinn. Mattresses,
helium tanks, and unemptied
urine bottles highlight that list,
Zinn said.
"Welvolunteers) get something
to put on our resumes, something
that goes towards our degrees and

we are providing a valuable service to the community," Zinn said.
The center will be working in
the coming months to find corporate sponsors for a Web page that
will offer the Recyclopedia on-line
Olszewski said. Lathigara will do
a walk through on campus to
determine locations for the bins
Friday.
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Testing for the Public

Wednesday, Feb. 24, 7-9 PM
Foothill College Room L-25
1214511 Monte Rd. Los Altos Hills
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Put that college degrep to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer
Training School UPon successful completion of the Officer Training
School, you wiii become a commissioned Air Force officer with
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and get your career soaring with the
/tar Force Officer Training School. call
.10111CIF
1.800-423 USAF, or visit our website at
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